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We study cubic spline interpolation with less restrictive ontinuity requirements 
at the knots. We establish an interpolant which can interpolate at any point of the 
partition andalso matches the area with certain mean over a greater partition 
length. A non-existence case has also been obtained. 0 1992 Academic PESS, Inc. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
Let O=xO<x, <x2... <x, = 1, n > 1 be given points in[0, 11. The set 
of points i called a partition andis denoted byA. The distance between 
these points, i.e., xi- xi-, i= 1, 2, . . n, is denoted by hi. In case these 
points are equidistant, we write hi= h. Let rr,[a, b]denote the set of all 
real algebraic polynomials of degree not greater than m defined on[a, b]. 
The class ofdeficient polynomial sp ines is defined as
S(m, A) = {J(X): s(x) EC”-2[0, 11, S(X) E z,[xi- i, xi], i= 1, . .H}. 
We take g(x), defined on[0, 11, with the property hat g(x+h) -g(x) is 
constant. 
2. INTRODUCTION A D MAIN RESULTS 
For obtaining the cubic spline for afunction we need a condition for 
each partition on the spline d pending onthe function, e.g., interpolation 
and some boundary conditions i  general. Thedeficient cubic spline isuse- 
ful as it has less restrictive ontinuity requirements at he knots and this is 
compensated by taking another interpolatory condition or amore general 
condition like mean averaging (e.g., [2, 3, 51). The following problem was 
investigated in [4]. 
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PROBLEM. Let f be a l-periodic locally integrable function with respect to 
a positive measure dg. Find l-periodic s(x) E S(3, A) satisfying the conditions 
0) ftei) = s(ei)T (ii) IX’ (f-s)(x)dg=O, i=l,..., n, (1) 
X,-l 
where g is such that (ii) does not reduce into (i), and 61i= xi_ I + mh, 
O<m<l. 
They established the existence of a unique s(x) under either of the 
conditions. 
(i) 0 <x < mh, 219 d m < l/2 
(ii) mh<x<h, 1/2<:<7/9. 
If we interpolate at the mid-point, that is, m = l/2, we find from (2) that 
the matching of the area, with the mean, is obtained over half of the parti- 
tion length. In case g is a single jump function having unit jump, the mean 
averaging condition reduces to interpolation at the point of the jump. 
Further, the practical choice of the points of interpolation are either knots 
or mid-points or both of the partition. We prove the following theorem 
which includes not only all the above cases but also allows us to inter- 
polate at any point of the mesh. The area matching is achieved over a 
greater partition length. 
THEOREM 1. There exists a unique cubic spline s(x) E S(3, A) satisfying 
the condition (1) for the locally integrable function f with respect to the 
positive measure dg, and having simple supports at the ends, precisely 
s’(t) = s’(0) = 0, provided g(x) = constant either in (0, mh), m > (3 - ,/‘?)/4 
(~0.09) or in (mh, h), m<(l +fi)/4 (>0.91). 
3. LEMMAS 
We need the following lemmas for the proof of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 1. Let dg be a positive measure, then 
K,(m)=h-‘Sh {-2x2+h(3-2m)(x+mh)}(x-mh) dg#O, 
0 
zf g(x) does not have just a single jump at x =mh, 0 Gm < 1, and g is 
constant either in (0, mh) or in (mh, h). 
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Proof (cf: c-4, Lemma 11). We see that he derivative of the integrand 
is 6x(/z-x). Thus x2(3/r-2x) is nondecreasing. From this we obtain that 
the integrand is negative in 0< x < mh, positive n mh < x 6 h, and 0 at mh. 
This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let CJc,, cl) be the following  dimensional tridiagonal 
matrix qf real numbers: 
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Then C,(O, 0) is nonsingular if q2 3 4pr except he case 
(i) q=O when q2= 4pr or n is odd. 
For the case (i) the matrix is singular. Theresult isthe best possible inthe 
sense that it breaks down if q2 < 4pr. 
Proof: Let Dn(cl, c2) denote the determinant of the matrix Cn(cI, c2). 
We can see that 
D,+ I(03 )= qD,(O, 0)-prD, -1(0, ). (3) 
Equation (3) solves D,(O, 0) = (n + l)(q/2)” if q’= 4pr and D,(O, 0) = 
“+‘-j?“+‘)/(/?1-/?2) if q2#4pr, where p,-/?2=JR and 
bijiB2=i. If q2>4pr, then b1>[/?2j for q>O and --p2>IB,I for q<O. 
This yields that D,(O, 0) # 0. That the matrix is singular fo  the case (i) is 
direct. If4pr > q2 2 0, then D,(O, 0) = (6)’ sin(n + 1)8/sin 8 where 
O<d<rc and cosB=q/2fi. Th us, there is a discrete spectrum of 
permissible va ues ofq/ fi for which some C,(O, 0) are singular. 
Remark. It can be seen by the cofactor expansion that 
Dn(rr p)= (BY’ -p;+‘)/(B,-82)+(-1)“+’ (p”+r”). 
It is interesting o observe that Theorem 2 for the case of uniform 
partition n [S] follows directly from this lemma. 
For the sake of convenience, fromhere on we write D,(O, 0) = D, and 
D, = 1, D, = q, D, = q2 -pr, D, = q(q2 - 2pr). 
640/68/2-6 
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LEMMA 3. Let C;‘(O, 0) = [au]. Then we haoe 
” = i 
(-r)‘-’ Di-;Dnpi/Dn, iaj 
(-p)‘-’ DipI D+//D,,, i<j. 
Proo$ We first claim that 
D,=D”~~+ID~-I-~LD~-~D~~~, n = 3, 4, . . 2 < i 6 n. (4) 
That (4) holds for n= 3 and n = 4 is direct. Using (4) for n- 1 and n, we 
see from (3) that (4) holds for n+ 1 in place of n. 
Now assume that [a,] C,(O, 0) = [bii]. We have, for 1 <i <n, D,b,, =
-prDi~2Dn-i+qDi-lD,~i-rpDi_,D,_i~,=D, and bll=b,,=l. 
For i>j, 
D,b,=p( -r)‘-j+’ Djp2 D,~i+q(-r)‘-iDj~,D,~i 
+r(-r)‘--‘-’ DiDnpj 
=r(-r)i-‘-’ D,-; [-D,+D,]=O. 
Similarly, for i<j, we get D, b, = 0. 
Hence the lemma. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
For i= 1, 2. . n, we set 
s 
x’ 
h 
fdg= F; and s xk(h - x)’ dg = h k+‘K(k,I), k I=0,1,2,3. xi-1 0 
Let s’(xi) = Mi, i= 0, 1, . . II. In view of Lemma 1, we find (cf. [4, (3.6)]) 
that he spline exists uniquely ifthe following linear system of equations 
has unique solutions. 
where 
p(m)Mi+, +q(m)M, +r(m)M,-, = ui, 1 <i<n, (5) 
p(m) = hV’ m2 [K(3,0) -mK(2,0)], 
q(m)=h-’ [(l -m)m2K(0,0)+m2 (3-2m)K(l,O) 
+(2mZ-2m-l){(m+l)K(2,0)-K(3,0))], 
r(m)=h-‘(1-m)*[-mK(0,0)+(2m+1)K(1,0) 
- (m + 2) K(2,O) + K(3, O)], 
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and 
ui=/c2 ((l-3 m2+2m3) Fi+(3rn2-2m3) Fi,, 
-f(e,) ~(0, 0) + (3~(2,0) - 2~(3, ow(e,) -m,+ ,)w 
Now we show that he linear system of equations ha unique solutions. 
Since by the boundary conditions MO = M, = 0, the spline exists if
C,- r (0,O) is nonsingular with p=p(m), Y= r(m), and q = q(m). In view of 
Lemma 2 it suffices to show that q2 2 4pr. It can be seen that he integrands 
in p(m), q(m), and r(m) are 
p’(m, x) = he4m2x2(x - mh), 
q’(m, x)= -he4{x(1 +2m-2m2)(h-x)(x-mh)+h2m(l -m)(x-m/z)}, 
and 
r’(m, x)=hP4{(1 -m)2 (h-x)‘(x-mh)}, 
respectively. Taking the first term of q’(m, x)as q;(m, x) and the second 
term as q;(m, x) and observing that 
j:, PW, 4 dg j:, 
2 
r’(m, x)dg<hP4m2(1 -m)4 
we get 
0 h q;h, 4 ds mh 
if 
1 a~(1 -m)2. (6) 
Further 
2 jLh sib, xl & j:, q;h xl dg 
>2m2h-5(1 -m)(l +2m-2m2) j” (x-mh)dgjh (h-x)(x-mh)dg. 
mh mh 
While 
jIh pW, x) dg jIh r’b, xl &
<m2hP5(1-m)‘jh (x-mh)dgjh (h-x)(x-mh)dg. 
mh mh 
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Hence for anumber ,u, 1<p < 4, 
2 j~,q; h x) ds j:, 4 ( m, x) dg > (4 - p) 11, p’(m, x) dg j:, r’(m, x) dg 
if 
2( 1+ 2m - 2m2) 3 (4 - p)( 1- m)‘. 
Thus for constant g(x), x E (0, mh), q2 3 4pr if (6) and (7) hold. 
These inequalities mply12 m >, (3 - ,/?)/4. 
Similarly, we obtain that 
(7) 
U 
mh 2 
q’(m, x) dg 
) j 
3 4 
0 
rh p’(m, x) dg jr* r’h xl dg 
is true if 
O<m<(l+Ji)/4. 
This proves the theorem. 
5. ERROR ESTIMATE 
We obtain the following error bounds for the spline ofTheorem 1. We 
write e(x) =S(X) -f(x). 
THEOREM 2. ForfeC’[O, 11, we have 
my I e’(xJ I< CC(m) w(f’, h), 
where C= l\C;‘(O, O)li, the norm is the row max norm, and C(m) is 
[(-3m3+3m2+m)K(0,0)+(-4m3+6m2+1)K(1,0) 
+ (m’ + 4m + 3) K(2,O) + (3m + 2) K(3,O)]/h. 
It may be seen from the definition of K(k, 1) that he factor C(m) is inde- 
pendent of h for the function g(x) whose variation n (0, h) is of order h. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The linear system of equations (5) can be written 
as 
Caiil CMil =C”i13 (8) 
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where [av] is the coefficient square matrix of order n- 1 and [Mi] and 
[ui] are single column matrices. We see from (8) that 
CaijlCe’(xi)l = C”il - [aQl[f’(x;)l~ 
Consequently, 
my I e’(x,) I G CII CUil - Cai,lCS’(xi)l II 
=Ch-‘max Im2(3-2m)(F,+,-F,)+F;--f(e,)K(O,O) 
+ (3~(2,0) - 2~3, wfv~) -fm+ 4 
-h2(r(m)f’(xi~,)+q(m)f’(xi)+P(m)f’(x,+,)}l. 
By vi(x) we mean points in [xi-i, x]; we write u]~(x,)= vi.Using the 
Taylor’s formula, we obtain 
- I I’ f’(Uz(X))(X-xi- 1) 4?, 
l,- I 
F;-f(@i) K(O, O)=Jx’ f’(Vi(x))(X-Xi- 1) dg-mh Jx’ f’(Vi(ei)) dg 
xl- I yr- I 
and 
f(‘,)-f(‘;+,)=hCmf’(gi(ei))-f’(~i)-mf’(?j+l(Bi+1))]. 
Hence 
max I e’(xi)l d CC(m) w(f’, h). 
6. AREA MATCHING CASE 
In the following theorem, weshow existence of the spline which bounds 
the same area s the function does and matches itat any desired point. 
THEOREM 3. There xists a unique spline considered in Theorem 1such 
the area bounded by the spline and the function are the same if and only zf 
m # l/2 when n is odd. 
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ProoJ Taking dg = dx, we see that K,(m) >0 and from (5), we have 
p(m) =m*(3 -4m)/12; r(m)=(l-m)*(l-4m)/12 
and 
q(m) = (2m - l)( 1+ 8m - 8m*)/12. 
For m E [0, l/4] and [3/4, 11, 1q I> Ip 1 + 1 r ) and for the other values ofm, 
p and r are of the opposite sign. Thus q* > 4pr for m E [0, 11. q = 0 only for 
m = l/2. In view of this the theorem follows from Lemma 2. 
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